Known for our vast selection of brush products, resourceful custom-design capabilities and exceptional customer service, Tanis Brush is an industry leader in brush manufacturing.

Since 1987, our team has remained committed to providing our customers with total customer satisfaction throughout the entire customer buying experience.

Our ISO 9001: 2015 and ISO 13485: 2016 certifications bring excellence into our daily work environment and encourages us to persistently question and improve our processes, fostering a culture of quality and continuous improvement.

Contact Tanis Brush today for your brush solutions from the brush experts.

tanisbrush.com

Wood Working Brushes

- Use our wheel brushes on your Flex sanders and finishing machines.
- Mount on angle grinders or drills using proper adapters.
- Suitable for many different processes such as sanding, wood-aging and wood-texturing.

Disc Brushes
Sanding Brushes for the wood industry used on CNC machinery: Our combi, abrasive nylon, and wire disc brushes.

- Combi Disc
  Combination of bonded and coated abrasives available in different grits.

- Abrasive Nylon Disc
  Abrasive nylon is used for wood surface treatment. Examples: softening sharp edges and de-fuzzing.

- Wire Disc
  Carbon steel is hard drawn, high-tensile strength with excellent fatigue resistance and brush action.

Spiral Brushes
Spiral brushes or single section wheels can be assembled on a tube and fixed by two flanges. The resulting brush is dense and uniform.

Roller Brushes
Roller brush used for wooden surface treatment.

Wheel Brushes
Use our wheel brushes for your Makita and satin finishing machines.
Technologies
- Composite
- Cylinder and Rotary Power
- Strip
- Stapled Set
- Twisted-In-Wire Utility

Industries
- Aerospace
- Agriculture
- Automotive
- Data Centers
- Electronics
- Food Service Equipment
- Glass
- Metal Working
- Medical

Industries
- Packaging
- Pharmaceutical
- Printing
- Oil/Gas
- Steel Mill
- Textile
- Transportation
- Warehousing
- Woodworking

Applications
- Cleaning
- Decontamination
- Flow Control
- Maintenance
- Sealing
- Sorting
- Surface Finishing
- Surface Preparation
- Weather Seal
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